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0. Introduction

Throughout this paper D will denote an integral domain with 1Φ 0 and
quotient field K. An element x 6 K is integral with respect to D provided
there exist elements α0, αi, , αw_x in D such that xn + an^χn'x + + aγx + α0 = 0.
The integral closure Dc of D in K consists of the elements of K which are
integral with respect to D, and D is said to be integrally closed in case D = DC.
If x e K, we say that x is "almost integral" over D provided there exists d £ D
such that dφO and dxneD for each positive integer n. If the set D* of
almost integral elements of K over D is equal to D, then D is called "com-
pletely integrally closed" in K.

In section 1 we determine conditions in order that Dc be a one-dimensional
Prufer domain, an almost Dedekind domain, and a Dedekind domain.

In H12] Krull shows that if D is a valuation ring then D is completely
integrally closed if and only if D is a (proper) maximal ring in K (i.e., a rank
one valuation ring). It follows that an intersection of maximal rings in K is
completely integrally closed, and Krull conjectured that the converse was also
true. However, an example by Nakayama H14] shows the converse to be
false. In section 2 we show that the converse is true in case D satisfies a
certain finiteness condition.

In general our notation and terminology will be that of [1] and [2]. In
particular, we use C to mean "contained in or equal" and < to denote proper
containment. An ideal A of D is proper provided (0)< A<D. If / is a do-
main with quotient field K, then Jc will denote the integral closure of / in K
and /* will denote the "complete integral closure" of / in K (i.e., the set of
"almost integral" elements of K over /).

1. The Domain Dc

A domain D is called a Prufer (almost Dedekind) domain provided the
quotient ring DP is a valuation ring (rank one discrete valuation ring) for
each proper prime ideal P of D (see [3J, [7J and [9]). The following theorem
was first proved by Gilmer in Q5], however we include it here for complete-
ness and give a different proof.

THEOREM 1: Every domain D' such that D C D < K is one dimensional if
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and only if Dc is a one dimensional Prufer domain.

PROOF: Suppose that every domain D' such that DCD'<K is one dimen-
sional, and let P be a proper prime ideal of Dc. Let t be any element of K
and suppose that neither t nor t"1 belong to Dp. Then, by the corollary on
page 20 of [2], the ideal PDc\j~} is a proper prime ideal of Dc{j~] and therefore
maximal. If te.PDc\Ύ] then there exist pi^P for ί = 0, 1, ••-, n such that
po +pit + +pnt

n = t and p0 + {pi —1> + .. +pnt
n = 0. Since pi — 1 $ P, it follows

from the lemma on page 19 [2] that either t or t~ι belongs to Dp. If
t^PDc[_tJ, then PDc^ + {t)Dc\it^Dc[_t~] and hence there exist x{eP for
ί = 0, , m a n d ji^Dc for i = 0, 1, •••, τi s u c h t h a t
x o + xιtΛ- •• + χmtm + (γ0+ γιt+ ••• + γnt

n)t = l. S i n c e Λ ; 0 - 1 $ ^ i t f o l l o w s t h a t
either t or t~λ belongs to Dp.

Conversely, suppose that Dc is a one dimensional Prufer domain and let
Dv be any valuation ring such that DCDυ<K. Then DCCDV<K. Let Pυ be
the center of Dυ in Dc. It is clear that DpvQDv. Since Dc is a one dimen-
sional Prufer domain, then DPv is a rank one valuation ring (and therefore a
maximal ring in K) and hence DPυ — Dv. Since every valuation ring lying
over D is rank one, then every domain Df such that DCD<K is one dimen-
sional (see [11], Theorem 11.9, page 37).

COROLLARY 1: Every valuation ring of K lying over D is rank one if and
only if Dc is a one dimensional Prufer domain.

THEOREM 2: Every valuation ring of K lying over D is discrete and rank
one if and only if Dc is an almost Dedekind domain.

PROOF : Suppose that every valuation ring of K lying over D is discrete
and rank one. It follows from Corollary 1 that Dc is a one dimensional Pru-
fer domain, and therefore Dp is a discrete and rank one valuation ring for
each proper prime P in Dc. Hence D° is almost Dedekind.

Suppose Dc is almost Dedekind and let Dv be a valuation ring such that
DCDυ<K. Then DcCDυ<K. If P is the center of Dv in D% then DPCDV;
since Dp is discrete and rank one, it follows that Dp = Dυ and every valuation
ring of K lying over D is rank one and discrete.

oo

We say that D has property π provided f\Pn = (0) for every proper prime

ideal P in every domain / such that DCJCK.

COROLLARY 2: The domain D has property π if and only if Dc is an al-
most Dedekind domain.

LEMMA 1: If Dc is a Dedekind domain then D is one dimensional and
every proper ideal in D is contained in only a finite number of prime ideals of
D.
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PROOF : It follows from page 259 of [1] that D is one dimensional, and
therefore two different proper prime ideals of D cannot be contained in the
same proper prime ideal of Dc. If A is a proper ideal of D, then ADC is a pro-
per ideal of Dc which is contained in only a finite number of proper prime
ideals in Dc. Hence A is contained in only a finite number of proper prime
ideals in D.

LEMMA 2: If Dc is a Dedekind domain, then every proper ideal of D is
an intersection of a finite number of pairwise co-maximal primary ideals in
D (and hence every proper ideal of D is a product of a finite number of pairwise
co-maximal primary ideals in D).

PROOF : Since proper prime ideals are maximal in D, then every ideal of
D is equal to its kernel (see page 738 of [13]). Since there are only a finite
number of prime ideal divisors of a proper ideal in D, then every proper ideal
in D is an intersection of a finite number of pairwise comaximal primary ide-
als in D. (It is clear that this representation of a proper ideal as an intersec-
tion of pairwise comaximal primary ideals is unique).

A proper ideal N of D is called non-factorable provided N—AB, where A
and B are ideals of D, implies that either A = D or B=D.

THEOREM 3: If Dc is a Dedekind domain, then every proper ideal of D is
a product of a finite number of non-factorable ideals in D.

PROOF : By lemma 2 it is sufficient to prove that every proper primary
ideal in D is a product of non-factorable ideals in D. Let Q be a proper pri-
mary ideal and denote by M the radical of Q. Since D has property π, there
exists a positive integer e such that QQMe and Qc£Me+1. If Q = AιA2 Άn,
then M=\lQ CV-^ for i = l, •••, n. If A\ is a proper ideal then \lAi = M since
M is maximal. It follows that n < e and Q is a product of non-factorable
ideals.

REMARK: If Dc is a Dedekind domain, then it follows from lemma 2 that
non-factorable ideals in D are primary. It follows from [ΊΓ] that every pro-
per ideal of D is a unique product of non-factorable ideals in D if and only if
D = DC.

THEOREM 4: Dc is a Dedekind domain if and only if
1) every valuation ring of K lying over D is discrete and rank one, and
2) if OφxED, then x is a unit in all except a finite number of valuation

rings of K lying over D.

PROOF: If Dc is a Dedekind domain, then Dc is almost Dedekind and 1)
follows from theorem 2; 2) follows from lemma 1.

If 1) and 2) hold, then Dc is almost Dedekind by theorem 2 (and hence
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one-dimensional) and every proper ideal of Dc is contained in only a finite
number of prime ideals in Dc (see theorem 5, page 12 of [2]). It follows
from Theorem 2.10 of [9] that every proper ideal of Dc is a product of prime
powers and Dc is a Dedekind domain.

Mori and Nagata have proved that if D is Noetherian and one or two di-
mensional, then Dc is Noetherian (CIO]). Hence if D is Noetherian and one
dimensional then Dc is a Dedekind domain. If Dc is a Dedekind domain, then
D is one-dimensional and has several "Noetherian properties" (e.g. r\An = (0)
for every proper ideal A in D, every proper ideal is an intersection of a finite
number of primary ideals, and every proper ideal is a product of a finite num-
ber of non-factorable ideals), however D need not be Noetherian as is shown
by the following example (due to Robert W. Gilmer).

Let F be the prime field of characteristic 2 and F the algebraic closure
of F. Let x be an indeterminate over F and set J=F[_χJ(xy Denote by M
the maximal ideal in the rank one discrete valuation ring /. Let D be the
domain generated by F and M in /. It follows from theorem 6 and lemma 1
of Q4Q that D is not Noetherian, however Dc is a Dedekind domain.

2. Completely Integrally Closed Domains

We say that a domain / with quotient field K has property a provided
there exists a collection F of valuations of K such that

1) / is the intersection of all of the valuation rings associated with the
valuations of F, and

2) if QφxeK, then v(x) = 0 for all except a finite number of υ in F.
We prove in corollary 1 that if D is a completely integrally closed domain
with property α, then D is an intersection of (proper) maximal rings of K (we
assume that DφK).

It is clear that DCCD* and that [Z)*]C = I>*. However D* may not be
completely integrally closed, as is seen by an example due to Gilmer Q6]. We
show that if Dc has property α, then D* is completely integrally closed if
and only if D* = [Z>C]*.

LEMMA 3: // the domain D(φK) has a proper minimal prime ideal, then
D is contained in a (proper) maximal ring {i.e. a rank one valuation ring) of
K.

PROOF : Let P be a (proper) minimal prime ideal of D and let Γ be the
collection of all valuation rings of K lying over D with center at P. Partially
order Γ by inclusion and let Γo be a maximal chain in Γ. Let R = \JDV,
where the union is taken over all Dυ e Γo. It is clear that R is a (proper)
maximal ring of K.

LEMMA 4: Suppose that Dc has property a and that F is its associated
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family of valuations. IfOφxζ [7) c]* and x is not a unit in C-Dc]*, then there
exists a valuation v£F such that x is contained in all of the proper prime ide-
als of Dυ (the valuation ring of v) and hence Dv has a proper minimal prime
ideal which contains x.

P R O O F : Let vι, --,vn be the valuations of F such t h a t υ(x) = 0 for all v ζF

with υφvi (& = 1, •••, n\ and let Dv. be the valuation r ing of v, for ί = l, ••-, n.
Suppose there exists a proper prime ideal P t in Dv. such t h a t x^Pi for
ι' = l, • ••, n. If OφdiβPiΓλD0 for i = l,...,n then d= dλd2 dnφ0 and

1 \k 1J £DV. for every positive integer k (for i = l, • ••, rc). Since £DV
X

/ 1 \ k

for all υ € F with t; =̂ v, , then d( — e Γ\DV = DC for every positive integer k.
\ X / ϊGF

Thus — is almost integral over Dc and hence — e [_DC~]*, which is a con-
X X

tradiction. This proves the lemma.
As in the statement of lemma 4, suppose that Dc has property a and that

F is its associated family of valuations. Now for each valuation ring Dv

(with v^F) which has a proper minimal prime ideal, let v be the rank one
valuation centered at that minimal prime. Let F' be the collection of all rank
one valuations obtained in this manner. It is clear that [\ Όυr has property

a (with Ff as its associated family of valuations) and is completely integrally
closed. As a result we have Dc C [ £ c ] * C A Dv.

THEOREM 5: If Dc has property a then DDCH* is completely integrally clos-
ed and is the intersection of rank one valuation rings. In particular

PROOF : It is sufficient to prove that A Dv C DDCH* Suppose x e A Dv,
v'eF' v'<^F'

let vu '- 9vn be the valuations of F for which Vi(x)φO. Index the v{ so that
Vi(χ)>0 for ΐ = l, ••-, m and v{(x)<0 for m-\-l<i<n. Since the valuation
rings Dυ. have no proper minimal prime (for 77i + l < i < τ ι ) then there exist

prime ideals Qi<Pi in Dv. such that — £Pi\Qi. Let di be a non-zero ele-
X

ment of QiΓ\Dc for 7n-hl<i<?i . Then diXkeDv. for every positive integer
k. Let d=dm+ι dn. Then d^O and dxk£DVι for m, + l < i < r c and for every
positive integer k. It is clear that dxkζDv for all vζF with vφvi for
77i + l < / < H , , and hence dxke.Dυ for all i; G F and for every positive integer
k. Hence dχk £DC for every positive integer k, and therefore x G Qi>c]*.

THEOREM 6: If Dc has property a then D* is completely integrally closed
if and only if D*-Ci) c ]* .
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PROOF : This follows from theorem 5 since

DCDC= f\DvCD*CLDel*= A Dυ,

COROLLARY 1: If D has property a and is completely integrally closed,
then D is an intersection of maximal rings.

PROOF : Apply theorem 5 and the fact that a completely integrally closed
domain is integrally closed.

COROLLARY 2: If Dc has property a then [\D*]* is completely integrally
closed.

PROOF : This follows from theorem 5 and the proof of theorem 6.

COROLLARY 3: If Dc has property a and the conductor of D in Dc is non-
zero, then D* is completely integrally closed.

PROOF: Let xe^D0^* and let fφO be an element of the conductor.
There exists dφΰ in D such that dχneDc for each positive integer n. There-
fore fdxn € D for each n and hence x 6 Z>*. Hence .D* = [7)<:]* and D* is com-
pletely integrally closed by theorem 6.
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